
Get quick and accurate insights on how guests move 

around your attraction and identify peak times for 

rides and themed areas.

Filter by date and time to compare seasonality and 

hourly fluctuations.

Use heatmaps in conjunction with guest feedback 

tools to better understand friction in the guest 

journey.

Visualise guest flow Compare over time Identify sources of friction
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Deepen your understanding of the 
on-site experience
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Guest Satisfaction ExportHeatmapInteractive Heat Maps
Guest behaviour on-site doesn’t have to be a blind spot. Learn how guests 
experience your attraction with interactive heat maps that visualise guest 
flow across your attraction.



Use guest flow insights to pinpoint the best spots for 

activities, restaurants and facilities.

Identify low footfall areas and use in-app messaging 

to encourage guests to explore while it’s quiet.


Re-distribute staff so that popular areas have full 

support at peak times.

Increase on-site spending Unlock targeted messaging Simplify your content management

Make data-driven decisions
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"The Attractions.io platform has given us access to tools we didn't 
think were available for an attraction. It allows us to compete with 
larger attractions both in terms of the guest experience we offer and 
the data we have at our disposal."	

Thomas Mann, Marketing Executive, Twinlakes Family Theme Park

nowAttractions.io Park

Too many people around?

Jurassic Jungle is seeing 60 minute queues, 
head to Skull Rock and get on rides faster!



How do interactive 
heat maps work? 
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1
Encourage guests to download 
your mobile app before they visit - 
the more users, the more accurate 
your heatmaps.

2
Ask users to consent to location 
sharing to ensure full GDPR/ data 
privacy compliance.

3
As users explore your site, the app 
monitors their location and flow 
around the park.

4
This data is anonymised and 
collated in the heat maps tool in 
Connect, the Attractions.io app 
management console. 

5
As an operator, you can log in to 
view heat map data for a specific 
time or date range.

6
And use this insight to improve 
planning, reduce crowding in 
hotspots and identify your most 
popular activities!

sales@attractions.io www.attractions.io Find us on LinkedinStill have questions about our interactive heat maps solution?                         

It’s really easy to get in touch to arrange a personalised demo: 

mailto:sales@attractions.io
http://www.attractions.io/demo
https://www.linkedin.com/company/attractions-io
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